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Audio Transcript
Carter was sick.
His breathing was very laboured…
Something told me that I should take him to
get checked out.

Visual Description
Logo:
Freestyle Libre 2
FLASH GLUCOSE MONITORING SYSTEM Logo
Visuals: Two boys (Carter and Tucker) are walking
across a field, the film shifts to the Mother (Melissa)
On-screen titles:
Real people with diabetes. Real FreeStyle Libre
stories.
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He was rushed straight into a room…
They made the decision to send him to
Calgary by air ambulance.
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You are not allowed to go with them, so you
send your 15-month old off, hoping that when
you get there, your child is going to be alive.

We arrived just after they did, asked the
doctor ‘What is going on?’
And she says ‘Yeah, he has type 1 diabetes’
I remember thinking why our family and why
my child and this isn’t fair.
But, it is my child, so let’s pull up our
bootstraps and do it.

Disclaimer:
The FreeStyle Libre 2 flash glucose monitoring system
is indicated for measuring interstitial fluid glucose
levels in people aged 4 years and older with diabetes
mellitus. Always read and follow the label/insert.
Visuals: Carter and Tucker are playing in trees
Disclaimer:
The views expressed are not intended to be used for
medical treatment or as a substitute for professional
medical advice. Please consult with your physician or
qualified health provider regarding your condition
and appropriate medical treatment. Individual
symptoms, situations and circumstances may vary.
Visuals: Kids playing outside, then shifts to Melissa
talking
Disclaimer:
The FreeStyle Libre 2 flash glucose monitoring system
is indicated for measuring interstitial fluid glucose
levels in people aged 4 years and older with diabetes
mellitus. Always read and follow the label/insert.
Visuals: Carter and Tucker play in trees

Visuals: Carter and Tucker play in trees.
Melissa continues speaking. Family photos are shown
on screen
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We were finger poking for glucose checks.

Visuals: Carter in room, looking at fishtank

The tops of his fingers were callused, some of
them were black.

Disclaimer:
Finger pricks are required if readings do not match
symptoms or expectations.

It was nerve wracking to see his fingers and
wonder at age 26 or 36 what his fingers are
going to look like.
When you have one child with diabetes, it
does increase the risk for a second child.

Visuals: Carter and Tucker playing in trees. Melissa
speaks on screen

Thankfully, Tucker took this in stride and was
so excited to be just like his big brother…
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And so that was very helpful but it is, it’s
double diabetes.
My biggest fear was that this was going to
take away my children’s childhood.
When we heard about the FreeStyle Libre 2, I
was very excited about this crazy new tech.
Our primary reason for trying it was sports.
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Carter’s almost 13… he wants to go to the
skatepark without his mom trailing behind
and it allows him to have that independence
while still giving me that peace of mind.

Visuals: Carter on scooter and Tucker on bike, racing
along then we see the boys at the skate park
Visuals: Boys are at the skate park, scanning the
sensors on their arms, viewing readings
Then we see the boys eating snacks. Film cuts to
Melissa speaking
Disclaimer:
The FreeStyle Libre 2 app and the FreeStyle Libre 2
reader have similar but not identical features. Finger
pricks are required if readings do not match
symptoms or expectations. The FreeStyle Libre 2
sensor communicates with the FreeStyle Libre 2
reader that started it or the FreeStyle Libre 2 app that
started it. The FreeStyle Libre 2 app is only
compatible with certain mobile devices and operating
systems. Please check the website for more
information about device compatibility before using
the app. Use of FreeStyle Libre 2 requires registration
with LibreView.
Visuals: Carter scoots down a ramp, Tucker bikes
down a ramp, then we see Carter again scooting
down a ramp
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Because his alarms have gone off there, but
still come to my phone through the
LibreLinkUp app.

Visuals: Close-up of Carter’s feet on scooter
We see Melissa in the kitchen, checking phone
Close-up of LibreLinkUp app

It’s absolutely helped me to get more sleep…

Disclaimer:
The LibreLinkUp app is only compatible with certain
mobile device and operating systems. Please check
www.librelinkup.com for more information about
device compatibility before using the app. Use of
LibreLinkUp and FreeStyle LibreLink requires
registration with LibreView. The LibreLinkUp mobile
app is not intended to be a primary glucose monitor:
home users must consult their primary device(s) and
consult a healthcare professional before making any
medical interpretation and therapy adjustments from
the information provided by the app.
Visuals: Melissa speaks on screen

We checked them in the night very often so
trying to flash the light on and get their finger
clean and do all of that at night, just the
logistics of that is annoying…

I do very adamantly tell everybody that I
know…

Disclaimer:
Finger pricks are required if readings do not match
symptoms or expectations.
Visuals: Boys laying in bed
Melissa speaks on screen

The FreeStyle Libre 2 is a game-changer.
It’s allowing your child to live the most
amazing life, with type 1 diabetes as a
sidenote.

Visuals:
The boys play outside, Carter climbs a tree, Tucker
sits on a swing, swinging back and forth

It’s nice to not have to do that anymore.
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Boys are brushing teeth in front of bathroom mirror.
Then we see the boys playing on their beds before
bedtime. Tucker looks up at Carter playing guitar

The boys stand together with their arms around each
other’s shoulder, they are both smiling
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Visuals:
Image of FreeStyle Libre app shown on mobile phone.
Image of Product logos ABBOTT, GOOGLE PLAY and
APPLE APP STORE
On-screen titles: FREE TO PLAY WITHOUT LANCETS*.
Now with optional glucose alarms. Talk to your
healthcare professional.
Disclaimer and footnote:
The FreeStyle Libre 2 app is only compatible with
certain mobile devices and operating systems. Please
check the website for more information about device
compatibility before using the app.
* Scanning the sensor does not require lancets.
Legal:
© 2021 Abbott. FreeStyle, Libre, and related brand
marks are marks of Abbott. Product images are for
illustrative purposes only. Other trademarks are the
property of their respective owners.
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Logo:
Freestyle Libre 2
with FreeStyleLibre.ca web address on screen
Visuals:
Logo:
<Abbott
life. to the fullest.®>

